Base Cabinet Installation

Parts: 1 pack of QuikTray™ Shelf Supports and hardware. **Tools Needed:** Screw Driver

Base Standard Cabinet Installation:

Step 1: Place the QuikTray™ Support behind the face frame, sitting on the floor of the cabinet. **The QuikTray should be located on the floor of the cabinet for support.** Staple or screw the support to the End Panel. (Complete both sides)

**NOTE:** Installing the QuikTray Supports on the floor of the cabinet allows the weight of the rollouts and its contents to be supported throughout the cabinet.

Step 2: Install the Drawer Slides with the Hook Dowel into the front QuikTray Support at the top and bottom locations.

Step 3: Then install the Drawer Slides into the Back QuikTray Strip. Staple or screw the Rear QuikTray Strip to the End Panel. (Floating the Back Support Strips for the proper location.)

Move the Drawer Slide Cabinet Members to the desired location and install the Rollout Tray into the Cabinet.

QuikTray™ Pantry Installation

Parts: 2-4 packs of QuikTray™ Shelf Supports and hardware. **Tools Needed:** Screw Driver

QuikTray™ Pantry Installation:

Step 1: **(From Basic Installation)** Place the QuikTray™ Support behind the face frame, sitting on the floor of the cabinet. **The QuikTray should be located on the floor of the cabinet for support.** Staple or screw the support to the End Panel. (Complete both sides)

**NOTE:** Installing the QuikTray Supports on the floor of the cabinet allows the weight of the rollouts and its contents to be supported throughout the cabinet.

Step 2: **(From Basic Installation)** Install the Drawer Slides with the Hook Dowel into the front QuikTray Support at the top and bottom locations.

Step 3: **(From Basic Installation)** Then install the Drawer Slides into the Back QuikTray Strip. Staple or screw the Rear QuikTray Strip to the End Panel. (Floating the Back Support Strips for the proper location.)

Move the Drawer Slide Cabinet Members to the desired location and install the Rollout Tray into the Cabinet.

Step 4: Stack a second QuikTray Support on top of the installed support. Screw in place. Install both sides.

Step 5: Install the Drawer Slides with the Hook Dowel into the front QuikTray Support at the top and bottom locations. Then install the Drawer Slides into the Back QuikTray Strip. Staple or screw the Rear QuikTray Strip to the End Panel. (Floating the Back Support Strips for the proper location.)

Move the Drawer Slide Cabinet Members to the desired location and install the Rollout Tray into the Cabinet.

**How To Do Adjustments**

Patented Hook Dowel makes installing the slides a breeze. (all units).

No tools are required to install the slides and trays into the QuikTray™ Rollout System supports. Simply slide the dowel into the hole and lock into place.

**Easy Height Adjustment**

Changing the tray heights is just as effortless.

Lift up on the slide to unhook it and move it to the new position.

**Note:** QuikTray supports can be custom cut to fit center fixed shelf in a pantry unit.

**Note:** Make sure all QuikTray supports are located on the floor of the cabinet and fixed shelf.
Double Door Cabinet Installation

**Parts:** 2 packs of QuikTray™ Shelf Supports, 2 Double Door Supports, and hardware.
Tools Needed: Tape Measure, Screw Driver, Pencil

**Double Door Cabinet Installation:**

**Step 1A:** Front Install: Place the Double Door Support behind the face frame as shown (figure 1A). Make sure you center the Double Door Support to the back side of the face frame. Secure the Support to the frame with Screws. (Install the QuikTray™ Support on both sides of the Double Door Supports.)

**NOTE:** Use every screw hole to secure the QuikTray Support to the Double Door Support.

**Step 1B:** Back Install: Find the center location in the back of cabinet. Center the Double Door Support and secure the support to the back of the cabinet. (figure 1B)

**NOTE:** **DO NOT** Install the QuikTray Support to the back Double Door Support at this time.

**Step 2:** Front QuikTray Supports: Place the QuikTray Supports behind the face frame sitting on the floor of the cabinet. Staple or screw the support to the end panel.

**Step 3:** Install the Drawer Slides with the Hook Dowel into the front QuikTray Support at the top and bottom locations.

**Step 4:** Then install the Drawer Slides into the Back QuikTray Strip. Staple or screw the Rear QuikTray Strip to the End Panel. (Floating the Back Support Strips for the proper location.)

Move the Drawer Slide Cabinet Members to the desired location and install the Rollout Tray into the Cabinet.

**NOTE:** When using the undermount drawer slide, the back QuikTray Support mounting screws should face toward the back of the cabinet.